Camp Nazareth: A Continued Journey

Camp has been busy digging, and digging and digging! The cabin project is heavily underway! Check out some pics!

As you can see, we’re making a mess here at camp! However, it’s all for you, the campers! We look forward to the completion of the project and can’t wait for you to come back to camp and use the new and improved cabins!
**The Nazarene**

**Weekly Wisdom**

"Prayer is the place of refuge for every worry, a foundation for cheerfulness, a source of constant happiness, a protection against sadness." ~ St. John Chrysostom

---

**CN Activities!**

Camp Nazareth

- CABINS
- COUNSELOR
- LODGE
- PILE
- SHINE
- WATERFALLS

- CANDY
- QRAFTS
- NAZARETH
- PRAYER
- THEMEDAYS

- CHURCH
- KITCHEN
- PAVILLION
- SEISS
- TRAILS

---

**Collin the Maintenance Man Insists Teddy Bears Come With Each of the New Bunks He Has Built for the New Cabins!**